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MATTER OF: Obligation of Func,- for Purchase of Oil for
Strategic Petroleum Reserve

DIGEST: Department of .nergy (DOE) has funds available
for obligation through December 31, 1978, to buy
crude oil for Strategic Petroleum Reserve. Where
DOE chooses to have Defense Fuel Supply Center
(DFSC) contract for oil on its behalf, DOE may not
obligate appropriations until D'SC awards contracts.

This is in response to a request from the Department of Energy.
The Department (DOE) has an'approiriation of approximately $1. 1
billion to buy oil for"its Strategic Petxbleum Reserve (SPR) program.
The funds are available for obligation *hrodgh December 31, 1978.
Preferring not to\ desqkl directly with cormercial suppliers of oil,
DOE has arranged to acquire the oil through the Defense Fuel Supply
Center (DFSC), an agency' of the Department of Defense. DFSC does
not stock sufficient oil itself to meet DOE's needs. DFSC intends to
procure additional oil on the open market.

The problem is' ;Yhen the DOE funds may be considered to be
obligated. .,If DOE'., appropriation may not be c:bligated until DFSC
executes contracts with commercial sellers for purchaEe of the oil,
then to the extent sBich contracts are not executed by Deczinber 31,
the appropriation will lapse. DFSC h]as issued a solicitation which
will enable it to nte'r into contracts Vith sellers obligating the full
amount by December 31. However, both DOE and DFSC co6sider
that procedure to bei'disadvahtageous to the Government, primarily
because of the haste with Winich the contracts must be awarded and
the effect that could have on the market., IfIbn the other hand, the
funds may be considetred as having been \obligated at the time DOE
and DFSC agree that bFSC will acquire the oil for DOE, then.DFSC
can carry outfthe purihase in a more delibetate fashion and'possibly
upon terms more favcorable to the United States. (DOE is enjoined
to acquire petroleum ;products for the SPR: consistent with mini-
mization of cost, and minimization of the impact of the acquisition
upon supply levels and market forces. 42 U. S. C. 5 6240(b).,)

The Federal Energy Administration (FEAk) and DFSC entered into
an interagency agreement in A ;ril 1977 which purports to be the au-
thority for the purchase of petroleum for the SPR by DFSC. (FEA's
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functions have since been vested in the Secretary of Energy. Pub.
L. No. 95-01, 91 Stat. 565.) Under the agreement, the Administeator
delegated his statutory authority to execute contracts for acquisition
of petroleum for the SPR to the Secretary of Defense, with authority
to redelegate within the Defense Department. (The Secretary of
Defense has redelegated this authority to DFSC. ) Defense agreed
to acquire petroleum for the SPR in accordance with the provisions
of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation. FEA agreed to
provide Defense with purchase requests for its specific require-
ments and to advance funds to cover payment for the petroleum
under contracts administered by Di lense.

By its terms the interagency agreement establishes a procedure
whereby, when DFSC awards a contract to a seller of petroleum.
it does so on behalf of gIe Secretary of Energy. The interagency
agreement Is thus esseintially an agency agreement, with the Adminis-
trator of the FEA as principal and the Secretary of Defense as
agent. If the interagency agreement governs the purchased, then
until DFSC awards a contract on behalf of DC)E, there Is Apparently
no binding agreement for the puf chase of petroleum by DOE which
could serve as the basis for an obligation of DOE funds. (For
present purposes, we assume that DOE, as it represents, has
statutory authority to delegate duties to another Federal Agency
and that Defense has authority to accept the delegation.)

However, DOE argues that it should be permitted to obligate
funds on the strength of its purchase request (termed by the agen-
cies an Oil Acquisition Order), issued .o and accepted by DFSC.
The Order, a sample co y of which has been provided to usi calls
for acquisition of a specific quantity of oil and makes available a
specific sum of money for that purpose. It is signed by officials
of DOE and DFSC, and appears to be a binding agreement between
them. DOE contends, in eLsence, that the oil acquisition order is
a binding agreement, no different from the kind of agreement it
could enter into with a private broker of oil who, although he might
not have the oil in stock, could contract to deliver a specific quantity
at a specific price to DOE by an agreement which would be the
basis for a recordable obligation.

The Order recites that it is entered into in accordance with the
interagency agreement which, as noted above, contemiplates that
DFSC will act as DOE s agent. If the Order is governed by the
interagency agreement, then it is no more than a principal]s Jnstruc-
tions to his agent, rather than a birding agreement between buyer
and seller. However, if an order for oil, placed by DOE with
DFSC, standing alone and without reference to the interagency
agreement, can be construed to be a legally sufficient binding
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agreement between Oovernment agencies for the purchase of petro-
e r! if authority exists for such an agreement indeoendent

of the delegation authority relied on in the Interagency A greement,
then, at least, arguably, such an order covrd be the basic for
recording an obligation. See 31 U.S. C. '; 20Ula)(1) (1970),
prov0ding that an obligation may be recorded, based on documen-
tary evidence of a binding agreement between Government agencies
for specific goods to be delivered, in a manner and form and for
a purpose authorized by law, executed before the expiration of the
period of availability of the appropriation concerned.

One basis for interagency agreements is the Economy Act,
31 U, S. C. -5 686 (1970). However, an arraingement such as the
onelbetween DOE and Defense would apparently not be permissible
under the Econiomy Act because DOE%- not being one of the agencies
named in the Act, 'may not ask a requisitioned agency to contract
f 6 r p)rocurement of a commnodif~yNon behalf of DC)Th but only to
provide a a6mmodity which it is 'currently in a position to provide.
Moreover, under 31 U. S. C. S 681 - (1970), funds credited to the
rekuis tionfed agency udder the Economy Act are not available
beyond the period providedin the Act appropriating them. Hence.
even if this were a permissdible Economy Act transaction, the
funds would lapse after December 31 to the etr-nt that DFSC had
not awarded contracts for purchase of the oil. DOE therefore
argues that its transaction with DFSC is nbt gcverned by the
Economy Act. We agree.

DOE has authority, to the extent necessary to implement a SPR
plan'approved by the Congress, to acquire petroleum products for
stcrage in the SPR by pu6rijase, exchange, or otherwise, and to
execute any contracts neceisary to carry out the provisions of the
SPA' plan. 42 TJ. S.C. S 6239(f) (Supp. V 1975). The authority does
not'Hpeciflrally cover contracts with. other Government agencies.
However,a under section 201(a) of the'Federal Property and Admin-
isthative Services Act of 1949, as amended, 40 fJ.S.C. 5 481(a),
the Administratori of General Seivices, to the extent that he
deterimines that doing so is advantageous to the 'Government, is
authorized to procure and supply'personal property fbi; the' usd of
executive agencies in the'proper discharge of their respondtbilities.
The Adrnlnlsttiator is to provide the, services specified ii subsection
201(a) to any other Federal agency upon its request. Section 2t1(b),
40 U. S. C. C 481(b). It therefore appears that DOE may request
the Administrator to supply its oil needs. Payment may be in
advance or by reimbursement. Section 109(b), 40 U.S. C.
S 756(b).
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Moreover, the Admninistrator is authorized to delegate his func-
tions under the Act to other executive agencies. Section 205(e),
40 U. S. C. 5 486(ej. The Administrator has delegated to th&'Secre-
tary of Defense his authority to procure and supply fuel commoditie;,
including petroleum. Under the delegation, DFSC. exercising
GSA's general procurement authority, may procure crude oil lor
DOE. Based on these authorities, DOE may purchase, and DiFSC
may sell, crude oil without reliance on the existing interagency
agreement Letween them.

In this case,, however, it appears that whether the relationship
between DOE andd DFSC is characterized expressly as an agency or
not, DFSC is essentially acting as an agent for DOE in awarding
the purchase contracts. DFSC does not guarantee to, supply the oil
at the price stated in the Order; it must go to the market to deter-
mine whether the quantity sought can be acquired at the stipulated
price. Thus, execution of the Order is not certain until DFSC
awards a contract.

We have held that, in the case of interagency orders, an order
for an item not stocked by the requisitioned agency (or'notroutinely
on order, -if out of stock) may not be recorded as an obligation until
it purchases the item. 34 Coxnp. Gen. 705 (1955). in those instances,
there is generally no binding agreement between the agencies-, the
order. in terms of contract law, is an offer which is accepted by
the requisitioned agency's performance.

It iP true that in several instances in the past, we have regarded
orders placed-with another agency as, serving tojoblikate the requi-
sitioning agency's funds even before the requiaitione'd agency had
awarded contracts or even solicited bids for performance of the
requested service. See 51 Camp. Gen., 766 (1972); 55 id; 1497
C1976), and Ht5D-Corps of Engineers Flood Insurance Stidies,
B-167790, September 22, 1977. In 55 Comp. Gen. I49T-and51 Comp.
Gen. 766, however, the performing agency was required by its own
statutory authorities to accept the order and provide the requested
service.

Moreover, at the time the interagency agreements were executed
in those cases, there was apparently either a present ability on the
part of the requisitioned agency to perform, or a readily available
alternative in the form of contracting out for performance, the 6nly
question being price. In this case, DFSC can neither perform itself
nor cai it offer any assurance that the order can be filled through
a contract at the price and for the quantity specified. If the quantity
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-.$ulht is not available at that price, DFSC must go back to DOE,
which must instruct it how to proceed. In this sense, DFSC is a
procurement agency, not a supply agency, and is in a position to
promise only to use its bent efforts to secure the desired commodity
from the private sector.

Moreover, if DOE chose to buy the oil itself, it is clear that
the funds would lapse to the extent contracts were not awarded
before December 31, 1978. We are reluctant, without further
ind±'ation that nuch a result is warranted, to allow DOE, by
having another agency act for it, to prevenI. the lapse of the funds
at the time specified by the Congress.

Accordingly, we conclude that, to. the extent that DFSC cannot
11 DOE's orders from stock, itsffunds may riot be obligated until
DFSC awards contracts for the purchase of the reqrired crude oil.

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. F. . .. j

O"'Lr Comptroller General
of the United States
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